




Orientation and Mobility Plan  
NOTE: David's Plan Changes between 2004 (date of previous plan and this one from 
2015) 
 
NAME:   David    DATE:   February 2015 
COMS:  Name 
PT:    Name 
The goal of the following Plan is to encourage David to walk as much as possible, taking care 
to use his wheelchair only when needed.  
 
HUMAN GUIDE with GAIT BELT 
  
David's ambulation status now requires staff to assist him via gait belt at all times (per PT 
guidelines). David is able to walk short distances indoors only using a modified Human Guide 
with Gait Belt Technique:  

1. Greet David by name; tell him your name and where you will be going.  
2. Make sure that his gait belt is adjusted properly.  
3. Place your right (or left) arm under David's left (or right) arm and hold onto his gait belt 

at his waist.  
4. Hold your free arm horizontally in front of his body and assist David to grip your forearm 

close to your wrist.  
5. Walk at a pace comfortable for David.  
6. Talk with David as you walk with him to help him understand environmental sounds and 

cues; and so that he knows the location of where he is. 
 
WHEELCHAIR TRAVEL 
 
David must use his wheelchair for all outdoor travel, community travel, when he is unsteady 
indoors, and for long distances indoors:  

1. Using Human Guide with Gait Belt, as described above, guide David to his wheelchair. 
2. When David is traveling in his wheelchair continue to describe his environment, 

location, and alert him before pushing, reversing direction or moving over rough terrain.  
 
TRANSPORTATION WHEELCHAIR TRAVEL 
 
David is unable to walk on curbs, steps, stairs, including steps into a van or bus.  David is able 
to access vans or buses via use of his wheelchair: 

1. Using Human Guide with Gait Belt as described above, assist David to the doorway 
closest to the parked Van or Bus. 

2. Prior to leaving the building, assist David to sit in his wheelchair. 
3. When pushing David in his chair outside, and onto the lift, be sure to describe to him 

where he is and when the lift will raise up/etc. 
4. Continue to engage David as his wheelchair is fastened for safety, describing the 

action. 
5. When the destination is reached, again describe to David as his chair is being 

unfastened, as he approaches the lift, etc. 
6. On the ground, continue to describe to David where he is and what he is 

approaching/passing by. 
7. When indoors (and as soon as possible distance wise), assist David out of his 

wheelchair to walk, again using Human Guide with Gait Belt as described above. 


